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D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals Vacates Proxy
Access Rule
On July 22, 2011, the United States Court of Appeals

court noted that, in spite of “readily available” empiri-

for the D.C. Circuit vacated Rule 14a-11, the proxy

cal evidence about the costs of traditional proxy

access rule adopted by the Securities and Exchange

contests, the SEC failed to quantify the costs that a

Commission in August 2010. The rule would have

company would be expected to incur if its board of

required companies to include in their annual meet-

directors determined to oppose a shareholder nomi-

ing proxy materials director candidates nominated by

nee. Second, the court determined that the SEC’s

shareholders meeting certain ownership and other

reliance on two “relatively unpersuasive studies”

requirements. The Business Roundtable and the U.S.

in support of its conclusion that Rule 14a-11 would

Chamber of Commerce filed a legal challenge to the

improve board performance and increase share-

rule in September 2010, arguing that the SEC acted

holder value was unjustified, particularly in light of

arbitrarily and capriciously in adopting the proxy

numerous studies submitted by commenters that

access rule by neglecting its statutory responsibility

reached the opposite result. Third, the court held

to determine the rule’s likely economic effects. The

that the SEC acted arbitrarily by failing to consider

court agreed, adding scathing criticism of the SEC’s

how unions, public pension funds, and other special

effort, stating that the SEC inconsistently and oppor-

interest groups could use the rule to promote their

tunistically framed the costs and benefits of the rule

narrow interests at the expense of other sharehold-

and failed to respond adequately to substantial prob-

ers. Finally, the court noted the inherent conflict in

lems raised by commenters to the rule.

the SEC’s analysis that assumed frequent use of Rule
14a-11 when estimating the rule’s benefits to share-

The court highlighted several deficiencies in the

holders, but assumed the opposite when estimating

SEC’s analysis and adoption of Rule 14a-11. First, the

its costs to companies.
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The D.C. Circuit’s decision to vacate proxy access is a decisive victory for public companies and their shareholders.
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Further, it is a reasoned and welcome relief from the outlook
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seemingly designed to foster reckless short-termism and
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so-called shareholder democracy that culminated with the
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presented a clear opportunity for single issue activists, like
unions, to reconfigure public company boards with aims
other than shareholder value. In addition, the rule surely
would have intensified the already powerful pressure for
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companies to focus on quarterly results rather than longterm shareholder value.
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The battle for proxy access is likely not over. Because
the court’s decision was based solely on administrative
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grounds—the court did not address the Business Round-
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table and U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s challenge to the
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rule under the First Amendment—the SEC could craft a
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revised rule and undertake a more vigorous economic anal-
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ysis to support it. It is unclear whether the SEC will immediately pursue another proxy access rulemaking initiative in
light of its already heavy workload and the fact that many
of the other Dodd-Frank rulemaking projects are consider-
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ably behind schedule. While it is safe to assume that proxy
access will not be a factor for the 2012 proxy season, the
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2010 amendments to Rule 14a-8, which bar companies from
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excluding shareholder proposals that seek to establish procedures for nominations of directors by shareholders, were
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not challenged. The SEC will likely lift the stay on these
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amendments, but it has not made clear whether it will lift the
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stay before the 2012 proxy season or whether it expects to
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modify those rules before the stay is lifted. We should also
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expect that unions, pension funds, and other shareholder
activist groups will continue their long-standing campaign
for proxy access, and they may also intensify their efforts to
promote majority voting standards for the election of direc-
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tors of public companies as a substitute for proxy access.
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